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Educational Aid Bill
Could Sabotage Loans
by Paul Donnelly
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APPL~TON'S PROPOSAL to w_iden N. Lawe St. to four lanes, removing about so trees is
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Beca use of the " tremendous
fur or a mong the educational
community", the effective da te
of
th e
new
na tion-wide
educa tional aid biJI has been
pos_tponed from July 1 of this year
until March _1 of 1973, according
to J ohn Nissen , Director of
Financial Aid . The educational
aid bills offer loans to students :-Vithout ~harge if their parents '
income 1s under $15,000. Under
the old law, a ny student ,
regardJess of family income
could apply to a local bank fo~
such loans without having to
prove fina ncial need . Effective
March 1, however , financial need
must be established ; a nd the new
bill takes into account only the
cost of tuition , fees and room and
board - ignoring such items as
'books , supplies , miscellaneous
items , etc.
The new s tipula tions mean that
twenty -five
to
thirty -fiv e
Lawrence students who had

Stlldies Co
·ttee Tries
T!J:n~ard Off __Large Deficit
''What. ~e':re talking abo1:1t is
prioriti~," commented · Corry
Azzi, Assjstant Professor of
eeGiDQfnics and member of the
Analytic Studi~ Committee, on
the recommendation reached by
that cpmniittee. These recommendations were sent to the
President this week and he will
make ,a' decision as to which
recommendations to accept or
reject before the end of
November . wheQ the .complete
budget must be finalized.
The prini~ry concern of the
committee according to Thomas
Baker, Associate Professor of
Psychology and chairman of the
conunittee, was ·to examine the
proposed administrative and
instructional b1:1dget with the goal
o!pr~nt~g t;o the president and
his staff "'a ·balanced budget for
the next five years." Numerous
expenses had ,been cut in the
proposed budget, ·and it was the
Job of the committee to review
the \,ro1>9.sed expenditures and
cuts in light of the committee's
Priorities'which ·Baker said the
committee feel~ "represent' the
majority interest.,,
. .Member~ ·•of th~ cqmmittee
meluded four - elected rep::.
rese~tatiye$ of the f acuity
~Azzi; Baket;,aertraqd Goldgar ,
!ofies~or of · ~nglish; and
Ricbara . Stowe,
Associate
J>i:o~~or of , Frerich), · two adllli°:18trators (Sherwin Howard
Assistant' 'tp ttie President and
~arl Verkins, Controller) and
students- (Paul Chicos and
I 1·ts!uMagnus~n ),. The committee
had no . decision making
PC>wers since it merely makes
reco~endations to the pres.'1'-1\o then makes the final
ecis1on...
,·,our
recom!11en~tions," . remarked Baker,
'hav~ no force ,w hatsoever."
~eory ·and Practice
In ' theory. and . r..ractice accordj
I"'
' ·
Vi ng_, ~ Maw.in .~ Wrolstad,
Af=res1.del),t for Business
b
. , ·the decision on the
Ud-et~·~s. .' 'always been the
'•
1r{ ~ decision,,,. and he has
' \ f.E!llnqui'shed
that
ty/~ He added that
I

Mt

len.t

1

to rev~ew th~ budget 1s to provide
more mput mto ~h~ process , and
not to make dec1s10ns.
.
Asked whether the present
structure of the com~ittee is
adequate, Baker r~phed that
th_ere are a lot of t~1 ngs wrong
with the procedure. He men1

BERTRAND GOLDGAR

tioned a proposal that the committee take its recommendations
to a full meeting of the faculty
where they would be voted on .
But he added that such a proposal
raised the question of whether the
faculty can m a ke a decision
without ha v ing a complete
overview of the budget. Azzi
voiced a similar opinion when he
stated " I don 't want to see a
budget making process that
spends all the faculty 's time."
Baker also
raised
the
possibility that the faculty might
vote for recomme ndations that
would create a deficit lea ving it
up to the administra tion to
balance the budge t and , he added " I don't want the admi~istra tion deciding which
programs to fund. ''
Planning Team

The proposed budget that the
committee reviewed was drawn
up by the planning team , which
includes Pre s iden t Thoma s
Smith , Dean Cha rles Lauter ; E.
Graham Waring, Professor of
Religion and Associate Dean ;
Charles Schwartz, Dean of the
Conservatory ; Davol Meader,
Vice-President for Development
and Extental Affairs Sherwin
Howard, Assist~nt to the
President · Marwin Wrolstad ,
\lice-President for Business

Affairs ; and Thomas Headrick ,
Vice-President of Academic
Affairs .
These budgetary figures , which
resulted in a proposed $50,000
deficit for 1974-75, were drawn up
under the assumptions that the
cost of utilities would increase at
the rate of 3 per cent a year, that
faculty salaries would increase at
a rate of 3 per cent a year, that
the Eningen ~arnpus would be
closed at the end of 1972-73 and
that student enrollment would
increase by 30-40 students each
year .
Upon examination , Baker said,
the committee found that several
of these assumptions had to be
altered to more a ccurately
reflect foreseeable future expenditures. As a result, the
assumed increase in utilities was
raised to 4 1/2 per cent a year . The
committee also proposed that
faculty salaries oe raised 4 112 per
ce nt a year in order to put
Lawrence in a more competitive
position with other schools since,
as Baker · remarked, " a lot of
people here don 't think Lawrence
is competitive salary-wise."

dean ; cut the number of sabattical replacements to about four
each year ; and decided not to
hire a full-time psychologist.
The committee also reduced
the university contribution to
faculty and staff retirement from
ten to nine percent a year.
"Cutting these fringe benefits, "
explained Baker, "is really an
academic decision since it makes
Lawrence less attractive to
professors. " He added, howe~er,
that "this decision doesn't alter
our competitive position very
much since it will be more than
off-set by the proposed increase
in faculty salaries."
Although the committee did
make substantial cuts in some
budgets it also recommended
adding new expenditures and
increasing proposed expenditures in some areas, most
notably the equipment budget

While the percentage of Freshme n on Financial Aid rose eight
percent (to 45 percent), the
Fina ncial Aid budge t rose from
$561,000 to $630,000. Mr . Nissen
feels this is a much more suffi cient budget tha n in prev ious
years. " We 're muc h closer tha n
we've ever been to s ufficie ncy .
For example, the average loan
this year for a stude nt in the
Freshme n class is $600 which is a
substantial reduction over what
we've had in the past. It is not a n
unreasonabl e expecta ti on , it
seems to me as an aid director
for a student to borrow money of
this sum. ''
Mr. Nissen also cited the a bility
of the Financial Aid Office to
further integrate the employment program with the aid
program. " We will have a
greater numbe r of people
working, and we will have a
greater percentage of aid people
who have jobs as part of their aid
package. " Yet, it seems that the
financial picture of the University as a whole has made it
more difficult to find jobs for the
students. There will , for example, be fewer positions in areas
such as desk clerks , and cut
backs in the food service reduced
the number of people needed to
work.
For the near future, Nissen
forsees drastic revision of the
present Financial Aid system. A
new Federal program to be
implemented in 1973-1974 "allows
· every student in the country . . . X
amount of dollars to spend on
higher education . This is a
r e volutionary
phil osophy
because it is the first time that
legislation has guaranteed theright to go to college, either
public or private." It is not
exactly clear how the ne w
program will effect Lawrence
but , says Nissen, " it will be a
relief for sure .' '

New Voters

Cutting Expenditures

Because of the change in these
two assumptions , the proposed
deficit now totaled about $200,000.
Since the purpose of the committee wa s to present a balanced
budget , it was necessary said
Baker, " to go line by line through
everyone's budget, " making cuts
where it was deemed appropriate. Cutting expenditures
prese nted problems, however,
because , as Azzi pointed out,
" there 's no clear-cu t distinction
between a budget decision and a
de cis ion about an a cademic
program ." Thus, the committee
was forced to ma ke what might
be termed "academic decisions,"
for as Bake r emphasized, " you
cannot se parate academic and
budgeta ry decisions unless you
ha ve a pile of money ."
In order to realize a balanced
budget the committee cut all
entertainment budgets "to . the
bone;'' reduced proposed budgets
in the business development, and
President's Offices; eliminated
one vacant library position and
the position of half-time associate

p_r ev iously
r ece ived
the
gua r a ntee d loa ns with littl e
difficulty , will find it much
ha rder in the future . The num ber
of effected s tudents is small
compa red to most insti tutions
beca use , explained Mr . Nissen
"Whe re other institutions have t~
depend ra ther heavily on the
guaran teed loan progra m , we
have been a bl e to meet the needs
of mos t of our s tudents wi th our
own loan monies ."
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THOMAS BAKER

which had not been funded for
four years .
By recommending these cuts,
the committee was able to make
up the proposed deficit and
projec t a surplus of $680 for next
year.
Eninge n Center
Operating under the philosophy
tha t the Appleton campus comes
first , the committee decided not
to cut any more expenditures for
the home campus and instead
retained the proposal of the
planning team to close the
Enihgen center. In place of the
German center the committee
also recommended the planning

(Cont. on P . 7, col. 1)

What 's simple , quick and
should be done immediately?
Voter registration! In order to
vote
in
the
November
presidential election , citizens
must be registered by October 25.
Eligibility requires that voters
be :
a U.S. citizen
18 years of age or older by
November 7
a resident of Wisconsin and
Appleton for 10 days
Those el_igible may register at
the city clerk 's office at 225 N.
Oneida St. , Appleton . The hours
are 8-12 am and 1-4: 30 pm ,
Monday through Friday.
If a student who is alrea dy
registered has cha nged his address (i.e. dorm address) he
must notify the city cle rk's office.
To obtain a n a bsentee ballot , a
voter registered elsewhere must
write to the city clerk or Boa rd of
Elections in the city where he is
registered . Since the absentee
ballot must be notarized before
mailing it in, prompt action is
necessary.

Smith Talks of Presidential
Goals and Objectives of Lawr
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Let's Not be Hasty
Critics of the Anylytic Study
Committee's recommendation to
close the German study center
have said that the decision is
educational, not budgetary , and
therefore not one for that committee and the administration to
make. We reject this distinction;
every university expenditure.
educational or administrative, is
subject to review when the
financial status of the school is of
critical importance as it is now.
However , becasue this issue of
great interest to much of the
comm unity , we ask President
Smith to postpone closing the
center until a full-scale , major
study has been compiled. Every
budget decision such as this involve semi-tangible costs and
benefits, and a lot of educated
guessi ng about the future. In a
matter this important, the guess
ought to be more educated than
usual .
T!1~ problem is not simply
deciding whether Eningen is a
"good'' or "bad " program . We
must determine whether the
'.unds now goi ng into maintaining
1l would bring greater returns
spent on in alternative ways
which include:
'
- A si milar center located in a
spot of grea ter interest to most
stud~nts than rural Germany,
e.g. m a more urban or exotic
location .
- Seminar sites under one
department, as proposed· these
might be cheaper, but they would
not off~r the interdisciplinary
non-maJor orientation of the
pr~sent center. Also, it has been
pomted out that these sites are
not easy to set up and take down
aga~n : . so the plan's alleged
fl exi bility may be deceiving.

- On-campus expenditures; if
Eningen is not closed, we are
told, there may be faculty salary
cuts. Is this a real possibility a nd
if so what are the implications ?
It is hard to measure the
returns of each alternative;
however, one major esti mate of
their financial value is the
number of students a program
attracts. If it can be proved that
interest in Eningen, as shown by
the number of applicants, is
relatively small, this is a telling
argument against its necessity.
If. on the other hand , it is found
that eliminating the program
would make Lawre nce considerably less competitive in the
fight for students, it. must be kept.
Our "wait and see" suggestion
may not be as impressi ve as a
hard "yes" or " no ' ' , but we
si nce_rely feel it is the only
solut10n. Committee members
warn of immense "losses" if the
pr?gram is conti nued; would all
this amount really be saved , or
would part of it be spent on the
new programs? The committee
a nd the administration cannot
decide whether the defic it will be
eliminated or whether it will
r~ach new records, because they
disagree on prediction of the size
of _future student bodies. Perhaps
this should be firm ed up before
deciding wh et her or not to
retrench the off-cam pus progra!? .
It may very well be proved that
the German study cente r is
un eco nomic a l. Howeve r , the
burde n of proof rests on
establis hing that point, and in a
matter of this importance we feel
justified in asking for as rigorous
a proof as possible.

Record Review

Monty Python: Is the U.S.
Ready for British Humor?
by Tony Welhouse
/\"JOTIIER MONTY PYTHON
RECORD

Fa mous Charisma. C/\S 10.rn
Perhaps it would be best to
start out by sa ying that "Anothe r
Monty Python Record" is an
offshoot of th e British comedy
show "Monty Python's Fl .
Circus ." The album opens ~\~~
an a pology to those who thought
th ey wer~ buying a r ecord connected :-v1th th~ TV show "Monty
Python _s F ly mg Circus." In s tead, it seems, they have actually p~rchased a n a lbu m of
Norw egian carpenter s ongs
After another apology for . .
eluding the previous apology ~:
are assa ulted with some thirt
second s of Norwegian carpente~
songs.
If
d '
.
you on t thmk that's f
th ere's always the TV ga
unhny,
in h. h
mes ow
w ic contesta nts Karl M
Lenin , Che Guevara a nd a rx,
Tse-Tung are quizzed on t M_ao
rangin g from socce r c~p1c~
am

.
.
p1onsh1ps to Eurovision song
contests. The hi ghli ght of the
a lbum , though , is the "Be A
Great ~ctor Kit" whi ch contains
a script, foot -movemen t diagr a ms, . cut-out props, makeup, a n? instructions for dramar
behav ior.
IC
This a lbum s s uffers a s
omedy a lbum in that slightl~
ess than half of the cuts are not
~unny. One suspects that this flaw
rs at least partially due to dif
ferent c ultur a l definitions of
humor . Even so, there is no ex cuse f?r the inclusion of some
materia l , notably "S
.
Inquisition," "Pe nguin . ~:n~~h
T .V. ," a nd "Spa m ."
e
Overa ll
"Anoth er M t
Python Record" .
on Y
f I
is more s uecess u than most oth
a lbum s In add · t· er comedy
t
·
1 10n to th
ou rageous humor
e
the cuts and the ~~ over half of
Actor Kit," the
~\A. Great
clever a nd th e Ii ~ac agmg is
unpar a llelled .
n _r notes are

f
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Editor's Note: The role of a
college preident and the nature of
a small private liberal arts
college is the third in a series of
interviews
with
President
Thomas Smith.
Lawrentian: How do you view
your role as president of
Lawrence?
Smith: I am responsible for both
academic qu a Ii ty and fiscal
responsibility, and it takes the
form of my suggesting , prodding ,
and insisting on some things
being done. I guess I prefer to
think of my leadership as one of
relatively quiet discussion and
cooperative decision making.
The president gets advice and
help from fac ulty , administrators, students, trustees,
and alumni.
Part of any preside nt 's job is
coordination between the various
parts of the university whether it
be two academic departme nts or
students and faculty or social and
academic . I 'm a referree a
cata lyst , an instigator , 'a n
initiator , a yes -man or a no-man
depending upon what the conditions are.
Some people say that an institution is just a lengthened
s hadow of the president. I r eally
don 't buy that. I think he has an
importa nt role as such, and he
ca n effect changes. But I think
that over the years the institution
is a combination of students and
fac~lty , and perhaps
the
preisdent's role is to insure that
the stud~nts and faculty are of
top quality· Every organization
needs somebody at the top to give
leadership and so stop the buck.
How would you characterize the
goa ls
and
objectives
of
Lawrence?
Smith : One statement on the
goals of Lawrence that I and a
!~w others p~t together says :
Lawre n ce 1s co mmitte d to
excellence in ed ucation . A
comm unity of able scholars
teachers, and a dministrator~
work toward this goal in an atmosphere of mutual trust
r es p~c~, a nd confid e nc e . By
providing opportunities for
studen_ts to participate in the
experiences
that
are
rnte ll~ctually , aesthetica lly, and
socially rewarding, Lawrence
helps them become liberally
educated." One must r emember
however ' that people interpret
the definition of a liberally
educated student differe ntly
But it's easy to say ~hat
Lawren~e is not : it is not a
profess iona l sc hool. We do
however , ~ave a part of om:
co~lege whic h is professionally
oriented : the conservatory But
the college of arts and sci~nces
must be careful that it doesn ' t tr
to be everything to everybod/
The question keeps coming u .
abo ut Lawrence 's role .
.p
cha ng
in socia l
e or how it prepares its
students for social chan e
wou ld prefer to think thagt . I
prepare our students for a bet;e
understandin g of what th e r
~h~nges are and why they o se
e mg made in contrast t are
school of s oci a l a d . .
o_ a
which p
mmistra t1on
r epares a p
knows how to . . . erson who
imm edia te ly . rmt1 ate an action
I'm not saying th
g raduates
at Lawrence
.
won't be i
I d .
action programs b
nvo_ ve m
La wrence peo 1' u~ I thmk that
with a be tt P e will be there
wh y those er und~~s tandin g of
Lawrence ha/i~~1tion~ -~xist.
turn out stud t spons1b1hty to
conditi ons a r!~uscrho lnow why
need to be c ha
an why they
how to affec t chnged r a ther than
person who gr ~nge . Hopefully a
knows where ah uat_es from here
society is like it fs fits . and why
I
~ecessary before
thmk that is
it. I see the L
e ~an change
ones making thaewr_e nha n_s. as the
having this bro~ig d~c1s10ns by
saying to the d . pu~ture and
person "here's ~chon oriented
nexf and why. ,:,V at you must do

h

How would you characterize the
difference between Lawrence
and the so-called "experimental"
libera l arts colleges?
Smith: I don 't want to sound like
a conservative stick-in-the-mud,
but I do like the idea of a frim
foundation upon which we have
consistently built our c.o llege
modifying it constantly however.
Lawre nce's reputation has not
been made on gimmickry. We 're
trying to make a liberal arts
education as relevant as the arts
and sciences should be to the
latter half of the twentieth century without any gimmicks.

exists for the st de

f acuity.
u _nta a
I would prefer the
to help pri\rate highergov
voucher system
ed1JCatloQ
student may still ~~
and the private
his~
compete on a free bsa~~Oola a
students. .
-AG for th
Ther~ is also alwa
threat 1f an institur0ys a ·
critical. portion of i~ ~-!erl'ies
one private donor. We'da
been very fortunate ye
respect. Our.one ma. Ill
funds is tuition whicr.r8 S0Urce
by the workings 0 / ~ecei"
market of .c ompetiti e
student doesn't like 'ton. If
doesn'~ have to come\ here,
Do you. f~el that priva~ stay,
are pr1cmg themselves •eh
the me~ns of-most people:,
as a viable alternative to
schools?
Ila

l!iat

S~ith: The great e
gom_g to small private
gettmg very serious In 0~
keep _tuition down ·we are
temptmg to improve .
dowment. That is the 0 nJ°ur
can see that we can help way
the inflationary cost of .
schools.
Pnva
~ow ~ould you characterize
fm~nc1al situ~tion at Lawren
Smith: We will have a bal
budget this year with perba
few thousand dollars in thebll
Do you foresee any tuition
cre?ses in the near future?
Smith: Yes, but not as big
t~ey've been in the past. Weha
s1mp~y adopted the policy
keepmg tuition increases I
th~n the cost of living in•l'M•_..
This year tuition is up-$11)
the year after that it '
probably go up that much
but not more than that. I think
would be great if we could
nounce a decrease in tuition
year.
···.1 :
I

X:
i

What do you feel is the state of
pri~ate ~ighe~ education today?
Smith Fmanc1ally many private
colleges are in trouble. They're
willing to accept money from any
source right now and take all the
str ings that come with it.
Lawrence is one of the few that is
firm e nough and strong enough to
say that it will be a serious
mistake to take critical amounts
of money from state and federal
tax sources because as soon as
we do that we are going to be a
state and federal institution.
I'm afraid of a government
monopoly on higher education in
the country. If a monopoly occurs
t~e control of education will
si~ply be governmental control
with a ll the dangers therein. As
long as_ that f~ee portion of higher
educat10n exists, the legislators
c~ nn?t force the public institutions into what might be
ca_lle<:1 the curren t political party
thmkmg, because an a lte rnative

Is attracting a ·; l3fge· en
enrollment 3 problem
Lawrence?
Smith: It's of concern, but it's
a problem yet. We're taking
steps to make Lawrence a ·
better known and get m
students applying so we
select students as carefully as
have and still get a fresh
class of about 440 students. Wi
have never used our alumni
undergraduates as extensively
we could have in recruiting n
students.

Lawrence
things
- i t is. k nown for many
body its s r m_volved student
strea'm lined !~ic~l. fac~lty, its
its graceful a~m_istration , and
none of these
. / 1tect ur e - but
L.U .'s greatesiu~ift ~ompa r e with
O the world:
th e typical Larr
The typical LJr·
.
scoffed at. h ry is ~ot to be
educated, a~ see~~ h~ is we ll that every La
h Y the fact
cliche a nd-or e~1! . as . an apt
every occasio~
rah zation to fit
fac ulty tries it~ ~or Jlthough the
Larrys in the f ar est to mold
cyclopedia , the o~m of an enas ta pe record%r:
turn out
on " play back") Fa way~ stuck
th e Lawre ntian t~ ar be 1_t from
s~nt 'our r ovin generalize , we
mingle with th g r eporte rs to
are the ir results~ L~rrys. Here
The typical La
every morning c rry ~a_kes up
~as too hot in theo:plai~.mg, "It
d1dn 't get an s l
rm, a_nd "I
After a brief tirea~~P last mght..,
g ~umbling,
"D ast, he leaves,
st mks," an d hea~wnfer
food
where " the professo: or class,
~uch a nd don't hold s lecture too
discussion. •,
enough class
He trudges to
the Union for a '

cup of coffee, observing, '
·· Union _ is dead" and "LU
doesn't do anything." Hbem
~ith another Larry, tb~f
discuss the cons of fraterm
which " don't do anything for
college except throw wild
where everyone gets cii,Jnk.
(This remark is usually folio
by "there's nothing ever to
around here.")
Heading back . to the do.
Larry reveals some inside
formation to his friend,
Hall is going to be torn doWJlIP'
year ," and then gripes a
Lawrence girls being ugly
Lawrence guys being Jer
("Appleton is a dump" is sure
follow this intellectual co
versation.)
After bitching to his coll
about the "bureaucracY
Lawrence," the "larcenY
Conkey's," and the "idiOCY
Lawrence athletics," SOJll
will tell him to ''Write a Jetter
the editor," or "there's I
mittee looking into that!
Nevertheless,
Larr)'
0
his quest for More
boasts proudly of
he's intelligent
the "Harvard of

(~ys

"B~~!

Articles to the Editor

I

El.imination of Eningen Denounced
by Don Brunnquell
In the recommendations of the
1972 Analytic Studies Committee,
seven "assumptions" concerning
the proposed budget are cited
before the actual "recommendations" are m_a de. Number
five, section a reads "Closing the
German Center by the end of
1972-73" and in that sentence the
committee · dispatches
the
Eningen program. I am not
cynical enough to claim the
Committee devoted as little
thought to termination of the
program as they did .explanation
for this termination. It does seem
however, when one examines the
reasons the Committee gives for
the termination in light of certain
factors the Committee did not
know of or, seemingly without
due consideration, dismissed,
some reexamination is necessary.
It is a matter of money, as so
many valuable areas have
become these days. At the
Committee's public hearing on
the recommendations they stated
that the Eningen program costs
the University approximately
$40,000a year to maintain. This is
howeT1er a deceptive figure, for
when cost accounted the program
"costs" the University nothing.
The $40,000figure is arrived at by
taking
into
account - underenrollment on the Appleton
campus, and underenrollment in
the summer-fall terms in
Eningen, resulting in underutilization of the -professors in
Germany. A cost due to such
underenrollment and underutilization becomes a slippery
element in any decision affecting
the Eningen program. I have
heard no professor who was in
Eningen state he was 'underutilized.' Indeed, this seems
an affront to both professors and
students who are alumni of
Eningen.
Ask the people who have been
there what has been the most
rewarding and i~portant part of

their experience here at
Lawrence; the response is
overwhelmingly ''Eningen.''
Such responses, and such experiences , are not the result of
any underutilization, rather stem
from relationships with proJessors, a_nd their families, of
a type almost always unattainable in Appleton.
The Committee spoke of
maintaining a program for a few
students at a cost to the majority,
a valid point which deserves
consideration. We must also look
at other opportunities Lawrence
provides for students , for one
might endict the purchase of
certain sophisticated equipment
on the same grounds; or, to save
money for the majority, we might
abolish all tutorials, which
certainly underutilize professors.
Furthermore, the Committee's
suggestion that $40,000 would be
saved each year by ending the
German center has .been called
into serious question, for one
must consider the number of
students attracted to Lawrence
by the program, or influenced to
stay because of it. The annual
fees of only eleven students
equals the projected savings. I
am sure there are at least eleven
students at Lawrence each year
who have been drawn here by or
stay because of the Eningen
program, and we all realize
Lawrence need do no more to
lower the number of applications
we receive, or to raise the infamous attrition rate.
The Committee suggests that a
one term seminar program
similar to the French and
Spanish
programs
could,
perhaps, be established to
replace Eningen. There are,
however, enormous qualitative
differences between five and one
half months centered around
a small town in BadenWurtemberg , and a ten-week
study period somewhere in
Germany . I refuse to believe that

Campus .Notes

Big Brothers
..
Anyone interested in the Oneto-One big brother program
shoul.!I contact Steve Swets in the
Delt House, ext. 544.
AAUW Book Sale

The American Association of
University Women is sponsoring
a used-book sale at the Masonic
Temple. The sale will run from
Wednesday to Friday; opening
hours will be 7:00-10 :00 on
Wednesday, and 9:00 a.m.-9:00
p.m. thereafter. Students who
wish to · contribute used books
'· ipay deposit them in the Main
Hall faculty office.
Parents' Weekend

Rides Needed
Drivers are badly needed for
the · Childrens'
Recreation
Program , which meets every
Sunday afternoon. If you have a
car which is idle at that time,
would you consider driving for
us, even if you can't do it on a
regular basis? The program will
fold if we can't get transportation. Please call Betsy
Scott, ext. 353, or leave a
message at the Sage desk .

Until the first Sunday in
November, weekly services at
the Newman Center will be held
Saturday afternoons at 4:40 p .m.
Beginning November 5, Sunday
services will also be held, at 11 :00
a .m .
Children's Stories

11

Sunday morning , October 8,
children's stories will be read. If
you would like to hear some,
come to Sage Lounge at 10 a.m .
-for about an hour before brunch .
Bring a story , bring yourself,
bring your kids.

LUCC is seeking co-chairmen
and workers to organize Parents'
ir Weekend November 11 and 12.
1
•
Submit names to Dan Toycen or
0
Paul Chicos, at ext. 531 or 540 as
1• soon as possible. Names may also
be left at the LUCC office in the
~ union.
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Opinions expressed in articles to the editor and letters to
~he editor represent the feelings of their authors only and
tn no way r-eflect Lawrentian staff opinion. Articles and
lette!"8 expr~ssing any viewpoint may be submitted for
publication.
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students would not recognize
these differences ; I need not
state which is of more value and
appeal.
The question of the Analytic
Studies Committee making
academic decisions which the full
faculty should make I will leave
for the faculty to settle. The
reputation of Eningen and the
enthusiastic reaction of all
students to the program - as one
of Lawrence 's most worthwhile
offerings - speak for themselves . The Committee's reasons
for closing the center have been
spoken to above. To know the
value Eningen has had to
members of the Lawrence
Community , and the most important reason for maintaining
the program, one need merely
speak to students and faculty who
have been there. The value of
experience can not be quantified,
nevertheless one can judge where
there is exceptional value; and
with the German program in
Eningen one can be sure.

The President's Planning team
presented the Analytic review
committee with several assumptions, one of which was to
provide more flexibility and
variety in off-campus study. Such
a situation, the committee feels
will be provided by:
1. Closing the German center
by the end of 1972-73.
2. Enlarging the capacity of the
London center.
3. Eliminating the protected or
assured status of existing foreign
study seminars .
4. Funding up to four offc am pus study programs per
year, in addition to the London
center, competitively submitted
by any interested department
(s). Such programs would be
enlarged to take advantage of the
Fall Term and would be limited
in size to about that of the present
language seminar programs. The
present language seminars would
be eligible for consideration in
the competition .
After some deliberation, the
Analytic Review Committee
chose to accept this assumption
presented by the President's
Planning Team. The key reason
for accepting the closing of

Eningen was that it would save
the university money because ,
for example, you would not have
the fixed costs of maintaining the
foreign campus and you would
not have to pay the faculty
members this additional summer
salary. If one studies the
economics of this assumption,
one sees that it will be possible
for off-campus study to appeal to
more students rather than less .
1. The enlarging of the London
campus will pick up students who
would normally have been on the
waiting list.
2. The allowance of up to four
off-campus study programs
would allow students to study any
subject anywhere in the world ie:
Theatre in New York , Oceanography at Berkley , Anthropology in Brazil.
Granted, the people who went
to Eningen will swear by their
stay, but how many people would
not also swear by the study of
Broadway in New York or the
study of fossils somewhere . The
new opportunities allow students
and faculty to design new and
exciting off-campus programs
which may tend to draw more
people .

Relocation of Study Center Suggested
by Paul Cahan

The
committee
recommendation to close the German
campus due to the combination of
finance and lack of student interest is indicative of a group of
individuals who fail to recognize
the importance of the center for
students and how its structure,
being a reflection of a part of
Lawrence itself, has failed .
A study c~nter being in
CENTRAL EUI:tOPE is my
"hauptpunkt" (main point) and
all its ramification must be
realized. The experience involves
the nature of cultural (aesthetic,
linguistic, and historical) insight,
and thus is difficult for many
here to fully appreciate,
especially
while
debating
finances . What a student experiences there for six months
must be far beyond the limited
imaginations of those who
propose to eliminate it and those
who have in the past organized
and, in fact , run it. (I've been
there!)
I propose that the center, as it
is now and has been, should be
eliminated and that a new
location should be decided upon
that is in the vicinity of a German
University and is next to or

within one of Germany's
medium-sized cities, preferably
near the border of France and-or
Switzerland; such as Freiburg or
Karlsruhe. With new and
creative faculty and trust and
responsibility given to the
student as a learned-learning
individual, a study center must
be operated on a CULTURAL
LEVEL ITSELF (not a miniApfelburg with all its hypocracy)
which caters to all disciplines and
interests and offers tutorials and
seminars to be combined with
study and travel.
Just think of the possibilities!
Studying between France and
Germany, one can make observations of the cultures
themselves (REAL anthro you
rarely get). Language studies,
the similarities-differences in the
trends of art, philosophy, music ,
and literature should be offered
in both foreign and English texts ,
depending on the student's interests and background (open to
a II s tuden ts of course) .
The experience that I suggest
would lend itself to maximizing
·the perception and perspective of
where and how one lives now
within historical coHtext. While

living in Europe one has the
opportunity to experience-study ,
act-contemplate-not only
Europe, but a growing America
and one's self in a unique
situation. This principle applies,
of course, to not only the program
in Europe, but also to Lawrence
itself.
If the Enigen program were
terminated, and its location and
philosophy both adjusted, student
interest would naturally increase, along with the depth of
experience offered. Complete
termination of the Lawrence
study center in central Europe
would be a cultural disaster. But
a continuation of the program in
the same location would also be a
mistake.
Change both I say! Find a new
and stimulating study location
that is vigorously creative in all
aspects and disciplines , much
different than any L.U. has
known. A hunt should be initiated
to find professors who are interdisciplinarily educated (or at
least cooperative!), who possess
a philosophy of education open to
the full experience of being in
central Europe, and who take
complete advantage of their
minds and the new environment.

letters may be submitted to the lawrentian office o r to staff m em bers. N o
unsigned letters will be printe d. although the writer's name may be deleted upon
re quest. Copy deadline is 9 p.m . Wednesday: letters must be typed. double
sp_a ced . l e tter:'i suhm_illed late or in incorrect f orm may not appear in the issue
oj th e follow111g Fnday. The lawre ntian reser ves the right to make m111 or
editorial changes o r shorten le tters without c hanging m eaning .
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Study Member Chicas
Defends Eningen Decision

Stolen Property
To the Editor:

The past several days have
seen a number of thefts of
University property which have
finally reached intolerable and
insidious proportions. This
week's theft of half the rug from
the Union Coffeehouse rounded
out the inventory of missing
items on campus that include an
end table from Colman and an
oriental rug from ·Sage.
Needless to say, the cost of
replacing property, stolen or
'borrowed', from the university
can ultimately be assessed
against the students. Further,
one need not be reminded of the
destructions of a room's milieu
that obtains when valuable
furnishings vanish . Shall we hope

that these thefts cease, before the
necessity of locking such
facilities as the coffeehouse
becomes very real?
-MARK GREEN

A Brotherly Reply
To the Editor:

I wish to reply to Jay DeNovo's
Article to the Editor, printed in
last week's Lawrentian. I do not

deny the validity of the main
point of his article. I share his
belief that Lawrence's black
community can serve as a good
example of a type of brotherhood
in action. However, I do not
believe that Mr. DeNovo's cheap
shot at Lawrence's fraternities
was either necessary or at all
representative of the truth.
The truth is that brotherhood
does exist in the fraternity
system. One needs only to

remember the various emotions
and actions generated by last
year's tragedy on Lake Winnebago to see "an almost indescribable spirit of mutual
understanding between people.''
To be sure, the spirit generated
was not exclusively Greek , nor
was it exclusive at all. The
brotherhood experienced cannot
be denied , and in the face of that
brotherhood, I can feel nothing
but bitter toward Mr . DeNovo's
criticism.
Brotherhood has never been,
nor will it ever be, the exclusive
property of any group at
Lawrence. It is a real and active process . To experience
brotherhood, though, one must
truly become a brother himself.
Signed,
-JOSEPH C. YOUNT

Cast Chosen

Preparation Starts
For Twelfth Night
by Mary Jo Hibbert

The cast and crew of this
term ·s major play. William
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night or
What You Will. have already
started work in anticipation of
the production scheduled November 14 thru 18 in the Exp~rimental Theatre of the MusicDrama Center.
Working under the direction of
Associa te Professor of TheatreDrama Mark Malinauskas and
his a ssociate director junior
Valerie Kuehn, the cast has now
compl eted over a week of
rehersals. The group of 13 men
and five women were chosen .
from 44 students who tried out, ·25
of whom were asked to read
again in call-back auditions .
Director Malinauskas was
particularily pleased with the
number of students who tried out.

Need help locating a book in
the library ? Keep this handy
and it will help.
Ground Floor

Science
and
Technology
500, 600,
Q,R,S.T,

u

Gov. Docs.
Periodicals

"There were more people and
more talent than I've ever seen
for a college show before. ''
Cast Members

Only a few of the cast will be
recognized by past Lawrence
theatregoers, since 10 of the 18
are freshmen. According to
Malinauskas, "This is not only an
indication of what is to come for
Twelfth Night. but of what is in
store for the Lawrence theatre as
a · whole. The enthusiasm . is
overwhelming. " Return1~g
theatre patrons will recognize
Steve Hunter as Sebastian , Peter
Webster as Orsino, Paul Doepke
as Sir Toby, David Haugland as
Sir Andrew, Mike Magnusen as
Feste and Dennis McFadden as
Malv~lio
from
previous
Lawrence roles. Other upperclassmen
in~lude Tom
Ehlinger as Antonio, and Greg
Schrimpf as Curio.
The rest of the cast includes
freshmen Susie Medak as Maria ,
Erica Borbe as Viola, D'Anne
Goodsmith as Olivia , Karen
Williams and Ellen Karsten as
Olivia's attendants , with Craig
Beresen as the priest and the
captain, Bob Hermann a s
Valentine, Dave Longe ~s
Fabian, and Bill Eggbeer and 8111
Schindler as the officers .
Crew work will be done under
the direction of Valerie Kuehn,
who also serves as production
designer , and Instructor in
Theatre-Drama J.C. Woodruff,
technical director.

First Floor

Music, Theatre - M , 780-799
Lang & Lit - 800~899, P
Second Floor

Social Science 300, G, H, J , K,
L
700-779, N
Art
Wis. collection
A, Z , 000 _
Bibliography
Third Floor

History
Phil , Psych,
Rel.

C, D, E, F, 900
B, 100, 200

Other helpers are the floor
plan charts on walls and
doors, bulletin boards , and all
the librarians on duty.

Picture Framing
606 N.· Lawe St.

Director's Concepts

"To be simple, to be honest ,
and to tell the whole story " , is
how Malinauskaus explained his
three-fold conception of the play .
That may seen naive, but it will
be difficult to achieve because
past conceptions of Shakespeare,
other
productions,
style ,
costumes , and music will all have
to be forgotten by both actors and
audiences." Twelfth Night is set
in Illyria, "a fools paradise
where everyone is engulfed in
their own pleasures , which
creates many humorous situations."
"The play is all illusion ,"
Malinauskas told his cast at their
first rehersal last Friday night,

Prints

Original Art
734-3272

Planning a Party?
Function rooms to fit your every need

THE

The finest service for up to 350 people
CONVENIENT CENTRAL LOCATION
Phone 414-734-2611

"extracted from the real. It. is
frenzied action , but the k1.n d
people can enjoy. The maJor
thrust is how we feast on our
e xcesses and indulg~nces o,~
vanity ' love, and foolishness.
Experimental Theatre

The production of Twelfth
Night or What You Will a s been
set in the Experimental ~hea~r~
just so people CAN enJ?Y it
according to associat.e . director
and production des1g_ner Y_al
Kuehn . " We want audience involvement- and for that we need
an atmosphere where the
audience can really get wrapped
up in the action . .we wa~t th~m
directly involved m what s gomg
on - so we can 'touch' them all
personally and have them leave
the theatr~ happy and uplif~ed.
There's enough joy an~ mir!h
that we can make the a ud1~nce. m
a small theatre live in Illyr.ia w~th
us , react with us, and enJOY hfe
with us."
Production Dates
Twelfth Night or What You Will

is scheduled for presentation in
mid-November , with evening
performances November 14, 15,
16, 17, and 18 and matinees the
afternoons of the 15th and 17th.
More than the traditional four
shows are planned this term to
allow for the smaller .seating
capacity of the Experimental
Theatre.

THEY MAY n~t be the redwoods, but they might l;>e

saving.

worth
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Lawe St. Widening
Stirs Debate
by Matt Brockmeier

.

"We're predicting that this
traffic will want to be there."
This was the reason given by the
Public Works · Director for the
city of Appleton concerning the
proposed widening of Lawe
Street. More than 80 ~rea
residents appeared at a special
meeting of the Streets and
Sanitation Committee on Monday
to contest this.
The city of Appleton has
proposed that Lawe Street
(which runs past Plantz Hall) be
widened to make it a 4 lane road.
This widening would involve the
Dr. Werner Peters will com - cutting down of some 90 trees
pare the campaign issues and presently bordering the street,
techniques of federal elections in and possibly involve an increase
Germany and the United States in the amount of traffic using
at a political science lecture Lawe.
slated for Riverview Lounge,
A citizens group called the
Monday, October 11 at 8:00 p.m . Lawe Street Citizens Committee
Dr. Peters earned his doctorate (LSCC) has been formed in opin ·philosophy and classics at the position to the
proposed
University of Bonn in Germany. widening. This group is headed
As a student he was active in the by Mr . Ed Cunningham, a N.
young people's organization of Lawe Street resident. The LSCC
the Christian Democratic Union, feels that the street is not really
one of Germany's leading in need of being widened, and
political parties. After com- that the effects of the work that
pleting his studies , Dr. Peters would be done would be harmful.
spent several years in the United Among these effects are the loss
States . He held a fellowship for of the trees and the loss of what
post-doctoral study in political Cunningham called the "inscience at Harvard University, tegrity" of the street.
served as a congressional fell ow
The LSCC has circulated
for Representatiye Lee Hamilton petitions throughout Appleton
of Indiana and Senator Eugene calling on the city not to widen
McCarthy of Minnesota, and was the street. Over 800 people signed
director of the McCarthy these petitions. Along with this
Historical Project , an un- support is the unity with which
dertaking to study Senator the people living on Lawe have
McCarthy's campaign in 1968.
opposed the project.
From April 1970 to March 1972
Nearly all of the more than 80
Dr. Peters was assistant to the
people
attending Monday's
Executive Director of the
National Committee of the meeting were opposed to the
Christian De~ocratic Union in project, and many vocalized their
Germany. Dr. Peters also holds feelings on the question. The
the position of Lecturer in people speaking had a variety of
Political
Science at
the concerns, including the possible
Pedagogical Universities of danger to the children attending
Cologne and Coblenz. At present the Edison Elementary School
he is lecturing in the United who cross Lawe, the damage to
States at the invitation of the the local environment, and other
National Press Office of the problems dealing with a larger
traffic flow .
German Federal Republic.
Those speaking also pointed out

Dr. Peters
To Lecture

"The S_undry Shoppe" For added income. No experience or selling
required . Yo~ ~111 become part of a national firm, which sells men and
women of ab1l1ty to become part of a proven success!
We offer: SOLID G~qWTH BUSINESS - Locations obtained by corporation
- Complete training _- Dependable, quality equipment - Vends : AlkaS.eltze~. Baye~ Aspnn . Tums. Anacin, Dristan , etc. - Expansion
financing available.
We require: Desire for success - Time to service route, 5-1 O hr. wk. _
Follow proven pro_g~am - Minimum investment of $2250.00.
If you_ar~ fully qual1f1ed and can start at once, write for details. No
obligation . Send name, address, and phone number to : headache-Bar
Venders Corp. Marketing Director Dept. K 7821 Manchester
Maplewood, Mo. 63143.
'
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that this work could start to make
central Appleton a less appealing
place, and begin a minor form
of urban blight. Mr. Marvin
Wrolstad from Lawrence said
that the city should ~dapt a
master plan for its ·development,
and that this proposal would be
detrimental to any future plans
that might be adapted, as well as
being harmful to L.U. From the
residents point of view, Cunningham said "It's a civic thing
as well as a personal thing with
us."
The city planners, however,
contend that Lawe Street in it's
present form will be inadequate
by 1980, and that the work should
be done at the present time. Lawe
Street, they say, can handle less
than half the traffic that it will
need to handle in 1980. The
continuing growth of Appleton in
the future was cited as a major
factor in this prediction.
If the city adds two lanes to
Lawe, it will receive $88,000 from
the federal government. They
would receive considerably less
aid for only reconstructing the
street at its present width. The
planners feel it is better to do all
the work now than to only
resurface the road now and have
to widen it in several years.
The council members present
asked for alternatives to the
proposal , and several were
presented in rough form. One was
to merely add an extra turning
lane in each direction at th(' two
major intersections on La'!e
(College and Lawe and Wisconsin
and Lawe) so that traffic would
not be tied up at those two points.
A second suggestion was that
La we Street and an adjacent
street be changed to one-w_ay
streets running in opposite
directions. Both of these
proposals were seen by res_idents
as ways to solve the traffic flow
problems and yet ~aintain the
area's residential status.
A meeting to further discuss
this issue will be held on pctober
16 at 4 p.m. in City Hall:

NEED A NEW
HANDBAG?
choose from over 1000
models at Pah-low's.
Priced from $3 to $100.

_Pal,-/awt
Luggage - Gilt.,
303 w. Co~
On the street ol. quDIHy

New Union Directoress
Plans_Futur~ Innovations
by Laurie Sievert

Once Again, Home.Coming !
The rock group Crazy Horse
will
kickoff
Homecoming
Weekend .(October 20-21) ·with a
concert on stage in the Chapel
Friday night. Saturday night
there is double entertainment.
The Monroe Doctrine Bluegrass
Band, from Denver, Colorado,
will entertain in the Viking Room
from 9-12 p.m. At the same time,

a soul band will be playing in
Riverview Lounge. Saturday's
entertainment will be free.
-

Crazy Horse, a Los Angeles
based group, has played and
recorded
with
ex-Buffalo
· Springfield guitarist N~il Young.
The group has just released their
third album, At Crooked Lake,

for Epic Records. The Friday
concert also includes exLawre ntian Hugh Holly, a
folksinger .
Reserved seat tickets for Crazy
Horse will go on sale next week at
the Lawrence Box Office and
various local stores. The tickets
will be $3.50 and $4.50.

"If anyone has a special interest, or wants to start a project,
they should talk to me. Even if its
only one or two people, things are
informal here at Lawrence, and a
project may get started that
way. "
Jean Tissier has replaced Todd
Coryell as Director of Student
Activities. Ms. Tissier commented that, although for the
first two terms things- will go on
much as before , there are a few
changes in the forecast. " I'd like
to introduce some new things on a
small scale ." Among possible
modifications she mentioned
making more travel and commune information available , as
there is student interest in th is
area. Ms. Tissier and Tom Baer,
. chairman of the Human Relations Committee, also plan
an informational program on
human sexuality . A symposium
on the subject is definite, but Ms.
Tissier hopes that it will be
carried furth er. Information
would be made available on all
aspects of human sexuality,
including birth control.

Flexible RLC Curriculum Benefits
BOth Individual and Community
native schools such as Riverside.
A lega lly incorporated, non"We cannot know, at any
profit
organization, RLC is
moment, what particular bit of
operated
by its membership.
knowledge or understanding a
Specifics of RLC
child needs most, will most · Students between the ages of 5 Tuition , contributions and
strengthen and best fit his model
and 18 may enroll in the school. available "fund" money conof reality. Only he can do this .
At present the sixteen students stitute the financial base of the
The,most·we can do is try to help
who are enrolled are advised by school. However, to assure
by letting him know roughly what
one certified full-time teacher continued operation of the school
··· .. is· ·available !and where he can
and two part-time teachers. additional funds are presently .
look for it."
Perhaps of equal or of greater needed.
A Community Affair
These words of educator John
importance to this small staff are
Every first and third Tuesday
Holt capture the essence of
community volunteers. This
of
the month, open policy-making
, Appleton's recently instituted
group includes parents , uneducational experience, the
iversity students, retired and meetings are held at 7:30 p.m. at
the YMCA at 218 East Lawrence
Riverside Learning _Community
on-the-job people
of whom
St. Anyone interested in the
(RLC). Begun just three weeks
share their enthusiasm and school is urged to attend. Furago-the school has already been
particular knowledge with the thermore, anyone with a talent or
widely received by the com- students.
knowledge of a particular course
munity a~. well as the students
Riverside meets all Wisconsin of study can become a "resource
who are' enrolled.
legal requirements for private
person''. The procedure is
Riverside differs from the schools. Should a learner need to simple.
A visit to the YMCA and
traditional connotation
of transfer back into a public fill out a form to supply general
"school". Under the guidance of system, RLC will provide written information such as the minian advisor, "the ideas and in- records of achievement which course description is all that
terests of the individual learner are suitable for transfer in- must be done. At this time the
determine the curriculum. As a formation. Similarly the question resource person states those ·
consequence, because each of college enrollment is not times convenient to him to offer
learner is unique, each cur- viewed as a problem. State the course. Any enrolled student
riculum is unique. The result universities must accept any who wishes to take advantage of
is ~n individually centered and Wisconsin resident. At the same the course offering will arrange
paced program which operates in time, many forward -lookin g meeting times with the r esource
a less structured working en- private colleges are actively person .
vironment.
seeking students from a lterImagination is the only limit to
course offerrings. Not only are
basic subject courses available
but a student may also take a
course in photography, rock
climbing or ecological problems
to name just a few. In this way
greater use of community
resources results to the benefit of
the student as well as the community.
Year Round School
Instead of thlf traditional nine
month school year, RLC operates
on a .t welve· Il!Onth basis. This
arrangement underlines the fact
that learning is a constant experience which extends beyond
specific hoµrs of the day and
beyond the confines of a
classroom. In addition the builtin flexibility allows fulfillment of
individual time needs. If a
~
student's course of study requires
one week of continual, concentrated work the framework
of Riverside off~rs the possibility
of answering this demand.
~
Policy-making decisions are a
result of group involvement. In
addition to RLC's staff and board
~
of ~irectors, interested com,mun!ty members play a role in
making the school what it is.
Riverside js a response to an J!~::::::::::::=z:::::E:===:::::::::::::=z:::::E:===:===:5::::"::=:=:::5::::::5:::::S::=:=55::::::===:~
by Nancy Maxwell

educational community need and
hence community involvement is
important.

Working with the Lawrence
University Outing Club, Ms.
Tissier coordinates activities like
the camping trip to Point Beach
this weekend. Canoes , bikes,

camping and climbing gea r, and
photography , fi lmmaking , and
darkroom
eq uipm e nt
are
available for rental a t he r office
located in the Memori al Union .
Of perhaps special interest are
the Experim ental
Project
Grants , being offered by the
Student Activities Office, the
Special Events Committee , and
the LUCC. _ This is a funding
program for students , a lone , in
groups, or with faculty, wishing
to pursue spe_cial interests in a ny
area. The projects are considered
on the basis of con tribution to the
Lawrence Community.
In college , Ms. Tissier was
interested in teaching a nd
counseling on a secondary school
level. She was the head resident
of a dorm in graduate school.
Another job as an activities
director, and a meeting at which
~he became aware of her present
Job led her to Lawrence. Besides
being Director , Ms. Tissier is also
Head Resident at Kohler Hall .
Ms . Tissier mentioned tha t
there ma y be some long-term
plans for the Union, but that these
would depend on finances . She
said, " I would like to see the
Union become a resource used by
more of the campus ... oriented
to more student and faculty interests ."

The Yikes are No I with us at Sabre
and

Sabr~ Lanes is No. I in Bowling
1330 Midway, 739-9161 -

A COMPROMISE

C9me and visit us

•••

all

Phone 733-4428

'

... but sti II a great value ....
Often we are told, " I just can't afford to spend more
than $200.00 for my hi-fi system. Can I still get a
reasonably .good package at that price?"
No. We have tried, but conclude it can't be done for
less than $219.00. Sure, you can get something for less,
but we mean true high fidelity.
The Kenwood KA 2002 amplifier delivers 9 watts
RMS continuous power on our new McAdam tester. More
than enough to deliver clean, pure sound thru our own
"best buy" Ovation VIII speakers. A BSR 310X autochanger and a SHURE M-75 -cartridge completes the
package.
We're convinced this is the best $219.00 music system
you can buy. Something else to consider. It will be worth
more when you trade up.
-We Carry All Watts Record Care Products-

* Half a Block from Campus

Stop in for all your Laundry
and Dry Cleaning Services
Charge Accounts Available
307 E. College Ave.

Appleton
415 W. College
731:3414

Admissions Seeks Student R

GEORGE ROBERTS, representing the national staff of the

Mc~overn for President Campaign, spoke on campus Tuesday
hopmg to attract student workers. Campus campaigns are
being organized by both parties: contact Scot Faulkner, ext.
332, to help the Nixon drive ; and Tim Freeman, ext. 331 , for
the McGovern campaign.

LUCC Reps Take Office
Last Tuesday, Oct. 3, 575
Lawrentians flocked to the polls
to elect ten new representatives
to the Lawr ence University
Community Council.
Official
tallies
awarded
positions to J a y Lajone from the
c ommunit y -at-large. Rich
Chandler from Brokaw, Mattie
Russell of Colman , Joyce Walker
out of Kohler , and from Plantz '
Cathy Thurow . Other winners
include , from the Fraternity
quad . Steve Mccreedy , Tom
Cutler from off-campus, Larry
Tremaine of Sage, Paul Donelly
from the small houses, and from
Trever , Rosmarin Riley .
LUCC President Paul Chicos
commented of the 44 per cent
student attendance at the polls
''That's a pretty good turnout. '

One interesting outcome of this
election. noted Chicos, is that
three of the ten representativeselect are black students. Joyce
Walker , elected from Kohler
Hall, answered why she ran with,
"I ran because I thought there
should be black representation in
LUCC. I had to find out what it
was about, because I didn't know.
I figured this was one way of
finding out. "
Steve McCreedy, however ,
even though he will be a rookie in
LUCC, has two definite ideas for
futu_re action. "I'd like to bring up
again the question of parking for
students' cars and the issue of
motorcycles . As it stands now
motorcycles are not allowed, and
the university will provide only
afterhours parking for students'
cars," he explained.

AAUW USED BOOK SALE
Wed ., Oct. 11, 7-10 p.m., Thurs., Fri ., Oct. 12-13 9-9
At Masonic Temple
'
Any Students Wishing to Donate Books Should
Drop Them Off Oct. 9-10 after 9 a.m.

MID-CITY

BEER and
LIQUOR

VINYA ROSE by LANCERS
reg. $2.39, Now $1.39
while it lasts
Now Carrying
BOORDY NEW YORK WINES
CONCANNON CALIFORNIA
CHARLES KING
MONDARI

CHECK THE WINE SPECIALS

DELIVE RY TO YOUR DOOR

733-1111

Last Christmas a number of
students left Lawrence with the
names and addresses of
prospective students from their
home communities intending to
represent Lawrence to them.
This year the Admission Office is
eager that current students
volunteer again to talk with interested prospective students.
Our controls and procedures
have changed enough that those
students whose names we give to
volunteers will have indicated
more than a passing interest in
La wrence , although they will not,
by Christmas , all have submitted
applications for admission .
Weekly , between now and
December , the Lawrentian will
run lists of secondary ~chools by
state and community from which
prospective students have indicated significant interest in
Lawrence. Current students who
would like to talk to prospectives
can call the Admission Office and
indicate which schools they will
visit or the students of which they
will contact by phone to answer
questions about Lawrence . After
Thanksgiving we wilJ send to
those people who have volunteered, the names , addresses ,
schools, and telephone numbers
of the appropriate prospective
students.
The Admission Office does not
intend to dictate the manner in
which Lawrence will
be
represented. We hope that
students wilJ describe their experiences here with enthusiasm
a~d pe~sepctive but not that they
will misrepresent any informed
views which they hold strongly . H
they represent responsibly their
own experiences they can admit
ignorance to any particular
question . The staff of the Admission Office has found that it is
unwise to answer too absolutely
questions that challenge what we
are relatively sure of. When we
cannot answer questions to our
own satisfaction or those of the
students who asked them , we
return to campus with them so
that we can solve the problems by
correspondence. Student
repre~entatives could bring such
questions to us after the vacation.
Prospective students can be
contacted in . a number of wa ys.
By contacting the Guidance
Offices a t schools shortly after
they r e turn home curre nt
students might be able to meet
groups a_t the schools . They could
speak with individuals by phone.
T~ey could arrange a meeting
with one or more prospective
stude nts at a central location at a
mutually convenient time. What
each rep~esentative ought to do is
th~t which he is comforta ble
doing b~t always as a repr es~nta t1 ve of his own e xperience he re. His audie nce will
expec t him to be helpful but not to
know everything about Lawrence
and he will be most credible if he
keeps uppermost in his mind the

prospective student's need for
good information and reassurance of our interest in him .
If the prospect of representing
Lawrence to prospective students
is appealing to you , follow the
instructions which accompany
each list of schools in the
Lawrentian. The business of
encouraging appropriate students to apply to and matriculate
at Lawrence cannot be the
responsibility of its admission
pe rsonnel alone . We have been
grateful for the aid of other
members of the community in the
past and we will be grateful for
such aid again this year.
/\ LAB A MA
Birming ham · Pa rk e r H .S .
1\RI ZO N A
l'h ne ni x · Cn rt ez H .S.
CA LI FO R N IA
lk rk l' lev · Bnk e lev H .S.
Be,l' rl v . llilb · Be,:. Hills H .S.
C 1r pin.t1.: ri a · T h e C at e Sc h ool
C lare m o nt · W e hh Sc h o ol
C,,mpt o n -J o rdan H .S .
La Jo lla · Bis ho p ·._ Sclwul
LPS /\ lt us · Lus /\lt u<; 11.S .
Los /\111..(e les - Fairfax 11.S .
L1)S /\ nQd e s · West lak e Sch ool
N. ll111l y woo d · Hananl Sc hoo l
Oa klan cl - Sk v lin e H .S.
O iai · Thac h~r Sc hoo l
Palo /\Ito - P a lo Alt u H .S .
R11llin g Hills - R o llin !! Hills H .S.
Woodland Hills · w,;1. H . Taft H.S.

GEORGIA
Atlanta.- St. Joseph H.S.
Macon - Central H.S.

HAWAII
Hilo - Hilo H.S.
Honolulu - Kaimuka H.S.
Honolulu - McKinley HS
Honolulu - Punahou Sch~)
Hono lulu - St. Andrew's p .
Kailua - Kailua H.S.
nory
INDIANA
Ches terton - Chesterton H.S
C ul\'er - Culver Mili. Acad ·
C olumbus - Columbus North H
·crown Point - Crown Pt. HS ,S,
Elkhart - Central H.S_
••
G re enc a s tle - Greencastle HS
Hig~land - Highland H .S.
• •
I ndta~apo lis - North Cent;al HS
Muncie - Central H.S.
• '
Muns ter - Munster H.S.
~ew Albany - New Albany HS
Soul~ Bend - Andrew Jacks · ·8
So ul h Bend - Clay H.S.
on .S.
Terre Haut~ - Paul c. Schulte H.S.
IOWA
A lhia - Alhi~ Comm. H.S.
Ce dar R~tpids - J~>hn F. Kennedy
Des Moines - Lincoln H.S.
D es Moines - Roosevelt H ·s
Dubuque - Dubuque H.S. · ·
Ouhuqu e - Wa.hlert H.S.
LeMars - C ommunity H.S.
Mr. Vernon - Mt. Vernon H.S.

KENTUCKY
Ft . !horn as - Highlands H.S.
Le x1_ng_ton - Lexington Catholic
Lou1sv11le - Seneca H.S .
Lo uis"ille - Waggener H.S.

COLO RAD O
f3 o uld e r · Bo uld e r 1-1 .S.
f3 n uld e r · Faini e w 11.S.
Colo. Spgs. · Culo. Sp gs. S c hoo l
Colu. Sp gs . · R oy J . Wasson H .S.
D e ,ne r · .Ah raham Lincoln H .S.
E ng le wood · Derl\ e r Country Day
W es tn11n s te r - Wes tmins ter H .S.

1

W AS HIN GTO N D. C.
D . C. · A rc hbis ho p Carm i!
D . C. · Ea ste rn H .S.
D .C. · W este rn H .S.
DEL A W A R E
N~ u·a rk · Newark H .S.
Wtlmin g to n . Brand ywin e H .S.
FL OR ID/\
r~1:c.a R;11 o n . S t~ .A ndre ws H .S .
Cl r,11 Ga ble -; . ( P ral G a hks H S
r1
L·11 t t 1
·• •
• •• • .' 1< ~r< a e · Pin e C res t Sc .
J,1 ~k ,(_1n n ll e . Ba nt ra m H .S
M_1a 111_1 . Pa lm e tt n H .S .
.
Nic c'\' tlk · N ice ,·ilk H s
w es t (>a im Be a c h . f> ...· . •· .
Sc h11o l
r 1nc 1p1a l lp per

MAINE
Boo thbay Harbor - Boothbay Region
H .S .
K e nts Mill · Kents Mill School
M a rble head - Berwick Academy

MARYLAND
Baltimore - Frie nds School
Be th esda - Be thesda-Chevy Chase
H .S.
Bethesd a - W a lt Whitman ,H.S.
Brookla ndville - P a rk School
Bu r to ns~·ille - Paint Branch H.S.
Columbia - Wilde Lake H .S.
La ure l - Laurel H.S .
S te ,·e nson - St. Timothy's School

M ASS A C HlJ SETIS
.Ac ton - A c to n -Bo xbo ro H.S.
t\ nd o ,·er - Ab_b? I Aca demy
A ndo ,·e r - Ph1lhps A c ademy
Bns to n - T he Wifls'or School
B roo kline - Browne Ni c hols
Con cc?rd - C on c ord-Carlis le H.S.
Dee rfie ld .- D e erfield Academy
E . No rthfield - Northfield-Mt. Her·
m n n H.S .
G_n \lo n - Lawre n ce Academy
Hrn~ha m - Hing ham H.S.
Lex rn g to n - Le xing ton H .S .
No . And over - Broo ks School
No. A ~1d o \'e r - No rth Andover H.S.
s>.s te r_\'llle - Ba rns table H.S.
I_Ht s f1 e ld - Miss H a ll's Sc hool
S. H a dley - S. Hadle y H.S .
~ n r s fi e_ld - M a s c onome t Reg. H.S.
~prrngfie ld - Mac Duffie School
Swampscotl - Swampsc ott H.S.
W e lles ley - Dana Hill School
W ~s.to n - C arnhridge Sc hool
W~lh£!1as to wn - Buxto n School
Wilmmg to n - Wilming to n H.S.
W o r ceste r - D o h e rty Mem . H.S.

For The Do-lt-Yourselver:

NEW PAPERBACKS:

Books On -GENERAL HANDICRAFTS
LEATHER CRAfT
CANDLE MAKING

WHO RUNS CONGRESS
by Ralph Nader

and
PLASTIC CRAFTS

The Kahlil Gibran 1973 Diary

•

KAN SAS
S hawnee Mission - Shawnee Mission
H.S.
·
Topek a - G.E.D . at Topeka H.S.

C ANJ\ DA
Wind sor O ntari o - V in ce nt M assey

C O NNECT IC UT
/\ \'< Hl · /\\'(rn H .S.
Bl on rnfi d d · Blo omfield H .S.
C h es hire · C heshire Ac ade m v
G n ~to n - Robert E. F it c h H ."S .
G uilfo rd · G uilfo rd H .S.
M an c hes te r · M a n c hes te r H .S.
Midd lebury · W es t,n e r Sc h ool
New Ca naa n · New Ca n aa n H .S.
Ne w H a ,·e n · Da y P ros p ec t Hill
Norwa lk · Brie n McMa h o n
Po mfre t - .Po mfre t Sc hool
~liut h K e nt · South Ke n t Sc hool
S1 a rn_fo r~I · Ripp uwa m H .S.
\,\ a lltn g !ord · RP,e marv Hall
Wa te rbury - K c nne d v H. S.
West H a rtford . Hali H. S.
We-;to n · \V c·,; to n H .S .
W ilt o n · Wil so n H .S.
Wind so r · Ll 1< , mi-; SclH)n l
W oodhrid ge . A mit y H .S .

H.S

ANY \\OMEN CAN
by David Reuben

TRUTH & UNTRUTH
by Tom McCloskey
BACK T~ NATURE ALMANAC
by David Baker

Commit: Fiscal Realisni
(Cont. from P. 1, col. 4)
team's proposal that the London
.Center be enlarged and that up to
four off-campus study programs
per year, in addition to London, ·
be funded on a competitive basis.
"We · may well have made a
mistake," remarked Azzi, but at
the same time l)e emphasized
that Lawrence can't pretend to
have · the money or it will get a
real financial "slap in the face"
·when the budget collapses . Baker
added that it "would have been
nice to take a year to think about
the decision, but that would have
cost $50,000."
Budgetary Matter

'

Criticism of the committee's
method of arriving at a decision
on the Eningen program was
voiced by Charles Breunig. He
remarked that the committee
saw the decision .o n the center
merely as a budgetary matter
and added that either the
Analytic Studies Committee or
the Committee on Academic
Planning should have carried out
an extensive evaluation of the
German program . He also expres~ed the view that setting up
temporary over-seas programs
was not a good one because the
physical problems inv~lved are
conceivably overwhelmmg.
Maurice
Cunningham,
Professor of Classics , further
suggested that the committee
should have investigated the
possibility of cooperating with
other ACM schools to finance a
joing campus in Germany . He
commented, "I don't like to see
the choices made before all the
alternatives are investigaged.''
Responding to criticism of the
committee, Bertrand Goldgar ,

Opera Dates
Announced
John Koopman, Director of
Lawrence n Op~ra Theatre, and
Associate Professor of Music has
announced that this year's
production will be Henry Purcell's Dido and Aeneas. Tryouts
will be October 9 and 10 from
7:00 to 8:15 p.m . in Room 259 of
the Music-Drama Center.
Written in English, Dido and
Aeneas is a Baroque tragic opera
based on Virgil's Aeneid. Leads
and chorus parts for up to 25 may
be available. Singers, dancers,
and especially those who can both
dance and sing are needed. Those
trying out are asked to have·
something prepared to sing, if
possible. Accompanists will be
available. ·
The opera will be presented in
Stansbury Theatre from January
. 18-20.

Any questions may be directed
to Koopman, extension 503, or
junior Mark Nelson, extension
394,' who is assistant director for
the production. People interested
in crew work may sign up with
either Koopman or Nelson .

'Everyman'
Featured In
One Act Play

Professor of English , remarked
that the debate over the closing of
Eningen arose only among a
handful of faculty who " had
vested sentimental interests" in
the program . He added that the
committee's recommendations
permit the same number of
students to participate in foreign
studies programs as is presently
the case, but with a considerable
saving to the university.
I\1onetary Shortage

Keeping the Eningen program
and carrying a deficit of up to
$50,000 for a few years would not
necessarily place the unive rsity
in grave financial straits if there
were some insurance that the
university would soon raise a
large enough income to remove
the deficit. According to Azzi,
however , the money shortage
isn ' t "going to turn around in
three or four years." In fact , he
said it might last seven or eight
years more.
One reason for this pessimism
is that all budgetary projections
have been based on the assumption that Lawrence enrollment
will continue to increase at about
30-40students a year. In its report
to the planning team the committee called this assumption
" unrealistic ," while Baker said
the assumption should have been
"rejected altogether since its
the most implausible assumption
I've ever seen ." As reasons for
his view Baker cited the slightly
declining enrollment trends at
Lawrence over the past few
years, the declining pool of
college age individuals, and the
increased
enrollments . in
technical schools which shows
that "people are thinking twice
about going to a four year liberal
arts college."
Gigantic Deficits
Even including the proposed
cuts in the budget by the
Analytical Studies Committee,
according to Baker, if this
assumption
of
increased
Lawrence enrollment were
relaxed, "the university will be
faced with gigantic deficits"
increasing from about $70,000 in
1973-74 to $251,000 in 1975-76. This
deficit line wa§_ named the
"Gloom Line" by the committee
although Baker remarked that he
" would rather call it the 'realistic
line.' "
Baker added that the problem
cannot be solved by admitting
more students because "we are
accepting about 85 per~ent of _all
applicants and there 1s nothm?,
left in the bottom of the barrel .
Only by giving everyone a zero
salary increase would you get a
surplus , he remarked, but if you
do not increase salaries "the
whole place starts to fall apart. "
Thus, according to Bake·r , ~t is
time to change the assumpt10ns
in order to have a better financial
estimate. "When we have
money," he remarked , "the~ ;;e
can decide where to spend 1t.

A complete selection of

Imported and
Domestic Wines
,to complim-ent your

SUNDAY
DINNER
Buller-Baked Chicken
Cornish Ga-me Hen with Wild Rice
Dressing
Roast Long lsl·and Duckling
Comer Franl(Jin & Superior

739-8896

CAMPUS CRONIES and their Freshman Friends at the study

break held in Riverview last Wednesday.

Lantern Organizes
by Joe Richardson

A rather small but enthusiastic
group of students attended the
Lantern organizational meeting
Tuesday, October 3 in Riverview
Lounge.
Lantern is a student-run volunteer services organization providing c!ids and activities to
persons of all ages in the Appleton area.
Programs offered include the
One-to-One program, Children's
Recreational Program, and a
Person-to-Person program run in
conjunction with the County
Welfare Dept.
.
The One-to-One program was
described by its co-ordinator,
Steve Swets, as "sort of a foster
brother or sister program." It
usually consists of working indi vi dually with elementary
school kids who "need someone
older to identify with." The
structure depends primarily on
the needs of the child and the
involvement of the "foster
brother.''
The . Children's Recreational
Program (formerly the Koehnke

Woods Program ) is be ing
organized by Betsy Scott. It is
structured around weekly events,
usually on Sunday afternoons,
with about 25 kids ranging in age
from 6 to 15 years. Ac tivities
include
camping , picni c s,
playing, or "just about anything
the kids can think up ."
The Person-to-Person program
will be conducted under the
supervision of Marge Gerlach,
Volunteer Services Co-ordinator
for the County Welfare Dept. The
program includes working with
the elderly, the disabled, underprivileged children , and
residents of Oneida . Activi ties
range from visiting with and-or
doing chores for the elederly to
providing underprivileged
children with music lessons especially piano or guitar
lessons .
A further organizational
meeting will be held in Riverview
Lounge on Thursday, Oct. 12 at
4:30. Interested but can't make
it'? Inquiries may be directed to
Betsy Scott or Marcia Beale at
ext. 353.

"The Typis ts," by Murray
Schisgal , is the first of a num ber
of student directed plays to be
presented this year. The director
of the o ne-a ct pe r fo rm a nce,
Miriam Lang , sta tes: "The play
is a comedy. about two mediocre
people who work a s ty pists, a
mediocre job , a nd the y' re
"e verym a n";
th ey
ha ve
fru s trate d dre a ms a nd a mbitions , just like all of us. So the
object of the evening is to sit ba ck
a nd laugh at ourselves."
LU students will ha ve the
opportunity to chuckle at their
follies when the play is presented
on October 27 and 28. The cast for
the production consists of Phyllis
Peter , a sen ior, and Chris Porter ,
a junior theatre major . According to Miriam, this play
s hould kee p both of t he m
working. "Comedy is extremely
hard to do, and it's hard to fi nd
young people who can do it. You
need a grea t deal more insight to
do comedy than to do tragedy . In
order to understand a comic
character , you have to ta ke that
charac ter and understand the
tru th , t he r e ali ty abo u t t he
character . The n you distor t it in
some wa y-it's like a caricature.
And then you have to bel ieve in
this distortion you 've crea tedthat's the hard par t."
Miriam is direct ing '' Th e
Typists" in order to fulfill a
require ment for ma jors of the
theatre departme nt. She will
receive credit for the production
as part of her comprehensive
exam , which also includes an ora l
test and the creation of a
director's book conce rning the
play. Miriam will graduate from
Lawrence in December, and
tentatively plans to attend the
National Theatre Institute at the
O' Neill Theatre Cent e r rn
Waterford, Connecticut.

-1 972-73 Career
Counseling Program
"It's great to see liberal arts people working in such
interesting and varied jobs ... "
"I certainly appreciated the opportunity of seeing what
·t was 1·k
1 e ..."

1

''I now know people who can help me along in my job and
career search ... ''
These comments, and others like them, were made by Lawrence Students
following the Alumni Association sponsored ''Career Counseling Day' ' in Chicago
last April.
"Career Counseling" is a program where graduates of Lawrence University offer
their counsel and advice to students who would like to visit about various careers
available to them when they become a liberal arts graduate. These same alumni
have gone through many of the same problems students today face ... what do I do
with my education, where do I go from here, and how do I get there?" The alumni
will house the students in their homes, then take them to their jobs .. .and all the
while visit about the whys and whens of their chosen careers.
Sound interesting?
Details of the program will be explained at an all-student meeting to be held on
campus for those who are interested. The meeting details are:
DATE: OCTOBER 10, 1972
TIME: 7 p.m.
PLACE: 161 YOUNGCHILD
If you have any questions, why not ask Dave Haugland (he participated last year) or call the alumni
office, ext. 262.

We hope you will be able to take advantage of this opportunity!

View From the Bench
by Steve Swets, Sports Editor

When the Midwest Athletic Conference voted last year to
allow freshmen into the varsity foot~all pr.ogram mor
Lawrentians gave it little more than passing not1c~. After al i
Lawrence was one of two schools, joining fellow mtellectta
bastion Carleton, who opposed the mea~ure (the result o a
faculty vote). Coach Roberts himself said that the new rule
would most likely have little effect on the Lawrence program .
Few people realistically expected that any freshman player
could break into the starting lineup.
.
.
,
As it turns out, what one couldn' t do many did . This yea.r s
squad is marked by the presence of a number of outstandm,g
freshman players. No one who attended last Saturday s
contest could argue that their performances were not valuable
to the team or exciting to the fans. Even though the score was
a little overwhelming, as was the size of the average Monmouth player. the game was enjoyable. Much of the excitement was due to people like end Paul Yankee, backs J~hn
Davis, Bob Montgon1ery and Jack Anderson and ? efensive
lineman Bill Markwardt and Randy Syme and defensive backs
Dave Chernak and Steve Neuman. Against Marantha on
Wednesday Davis ran for 100 yards and Montgomery racked
up 242 as the JV squad took an impressive 40-6 victory. Clearly
there is much needed talent residing in the freshmen class.
As a matter of fact , this year's squad would be pretty thin
in some spots if not for the new rule. Through graduation and
the loss of All-Conference running back Steve Blomberg the
Yikes were anxiously looking for talent in the class of '76.
Something they apparently found.
So far it appears as though none of the freshmen will suffer
academically from their participation in varsity football.
Hopefully long road trips will not affect their work. They are
few and far between. It appears that the opportunity to play on
the varsity level their first year may help them in their
academic pursuit. The need to organize their time , absent
during the existence of the more informal freshman football
program , should help many of the players. The frosh should
come away with a healthier attitude towards the school and
work in general as a result of being involved in a more
organized and sophisticated program.
In addition early practice brought the players to the campus
two weeks in advance of registration . Not only did they learn
the system before others arrived, but many of the freshmen,
with the assistance of two upperclass advisers in their own
field, had already thoroughly thought out their schedules. It
seems awkward though that a few faculty members who
had earlier expressed concern with the academic fortunes of
the incoming players refused to see them to discuss matters
pertaining to their departments during the two week
preregistration period.
Coach Roberts understands the academic pressures here
at Lawrence and realizes that football is a time consuming
activity (-so is being in Union, card playing and many other
potential pitfalls ). As he has everything to gain from a
player's remaining in school and doing well at Lawrence you
can bet that he is not about to jeopardize either for any
potential candidate.
The new legislation is bound to help Lawrence attract
many quality athletes that might otherswise carry their
talents elsewhere for the chance to play right away. A good
case in point is Assist. Coach Ullsperger who as an all state
athlete top student passed up Lawrence, thqugh he liked it
very much, to attend another school where he could immediately enter a more sophisticated program . It is a reality
that no one likes ~ losing team. We at Lawrence may as well
lea n back and enJoy the addition of the freshmen athletes in
the varsity football program and be reasonably content that it
will greatly aid Lawrence football.

Where Are You Archie, Al?

Wanted: Four Feet
by Curt Cohen

Should two men make that
much difference lo the Lawrence
University
Soccer
Team
(L.U.S.T .)? After all with 16 Vike
veterans returning and a supplement of 12 frosh, (L.U.S.T .)
could be expected to continue its
wi nning ways without any two
men , right? Wrong.
Over the past three seasons
Lawrence has managed to g~
undefeated over a span of more
than 20 games . However, the 1971
season (team record : 7-0-0 ) was
the last for Yikes' star forwards
Archie Koranteng and Al Berger .
When Archie and Al graduated,
much of the scoring punch that
was present over the last four
seasons died .
To look at L.U.S.T.'s performance last season, one is
amazed when com paring the
number of goals these two tallied
to lhe total number scor ed by th~
learn. Of the 24 goals Lawrence
scored during 1971 , Koranteng
a nd Berger accounted for ten. A
fat 40 percent.
. Thi~ season, after some line
Juggling ,_ ~wo frosh join ed
veter~ns m~1de-right Augie Fosu
and nght-wmg Robbie Bearman

on the forward line. Ken
Kolodner has taken over
Korentang 's inside-left spot and
Pete Bergmann has assumed the
left-wing position . Both players
come from highly competitive
soccer backgrounds, Kolodner
from Baltimore, where he was
all-l~ague, all-state, captain and
leading scorer of his high school
team and Bergmann from Hong
K_ong, where he was captain of
his school team and made the AllHong Kong Team.
Korantengs and Bergers are
rare players because for four
years they lead the Yikes' offense. No matter· how great a
freshman was in high school he
can't be expected to fill a
~oranteng's or a Berger's shoes
right away. Rather it has to come
from_ the other veterans, a nd so
far it hasn 'l. As one veteran
related after a prac tice, " There's
not the same spirit that there was
last year ... " EithcrL.U ST h
t.o find another spark plug o·r th e~~
~ndefeated skein is in serious
Jeo~ardy. The Yikes have only
u~t1l Saturday, when they visit
R~pon College, to determine who
will take over for Archie and Al.
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A LARGE CROWD TURNED OUT for the Viking's first home game of the season·. Unfortunately, the Monmouth Scots ro~ped to a 48-7. victory over Lawrence, whi~h qevertheless did make their first score against the Scots 1n several years.

Scots Rule Vike Grid 48~·1
Collapsing under the weight of
six fumbl es, the Lawren ce
football squad dropped it 's home
opener to the defending cocham pion Monmouth Scots, 48-7,
last Saturday.
The Scots quickly put the Yikes
in a hole by scoring three times in
the first quarter. Monmouth Cocaptain Chuck Goehl hauled in a
28 yard scoring strike from
quarterback Tim Burk to give
Monmouth its initial score. By
the time the quarter had ended,
Dennis Plummer had run across
the Lawrence goal . line from two
yards out, as had Mick Birkhofer
from the eight yard stripe.
Burk struck again through the
air, this time hitting end John
Unterfrantz for a 26 yard touchdown . With 9: 11 left in the half,
Monmouth had scored 28 points
all by cashing in on Viking
fumbles .
Lawrence's offense contributed
its only real surge late in the first
half. Starting on their own 36 with
3: 40 left , the Yikes marched in to
score in nine plays , just barely
beating the halftime gun . Freshman flanker Paul Yankee made a
diving catch on a pass from
quarterback Mark Cebulski , with

Vikes Win LU
Invitational
The La~rence Cross Country
team won its own invitational last
Satu~day with an impressive
showing over the five other teams
in the meet. The Lawrence
runners , in only their second
meet of the year, showed promise
of becoming a strong team for the
rest of the season leading up to
t~e conference meet, after a
disappointing
showing
at
Oshkosh a week before.
The final score showed
Lawrence, ~ith 31 points, holding
a commanding lead over the two
te~ms tied for second with 66
P?l~ts each. Jay La Jone , the
\: 1~ings first man across the line
finished a close second to ~
ru~ner from UW-Sheboygan.
Brian Farm e r , in his first
comp~tition of the season
~ollowi~g a leg injury, finished
immediately behind LaJone in a
very encouraging race which
de~onstrated his potential for
~a~mg a good season. Joe Ziman
finished fifth for the Vikings
followed by J?hn Bauhs in eighth
and Randy Lindsey in thirteenth
who. rounded out the Viking
scori~g . <?the_r Lawrence runners
no~ f igurmg. m the scoring were
~nc Olmsted, Chris Eager and
Jim Bares. Bares is a newc~mer
who r.an well after only 4 days of
practice. Lawrence's next meet
ts at Coe College in Iowa
tomorrow.

only three seconds remaining.
The third quarter found the
Law r e nce offense continaully
backed up against its own goal
line , and eventually paying for it.
V/ith the ball at the Viking one,
Cebulski was hit attempting to
hand off and his fumble was
recovered by Dave Bergstron in
the end zo ne. Monmouth's Al
Shepherd made the rout complete
by running for a pair of touchdowns in the fourth quarter.
The final statistics were as
lopsided as the score. Aided by an
outstanding offensive line ,
Monmouth backs thundered for
426 yards rushing , led by
Birkhofer with 113 yards in 14
carries, and Plummer's 82 yards

in 13 trips.
Lawrence, on the other ·hand
could rush for no more than 58
y~rds total, while passing for 37.
y1k.e . freshme.h . dominated the
md1v1dual statistics, witb Yankee
the leading receiver with three
catches for 43 yards. Halfback
John Davis and Bob Montgomery
ea~h carried the ball ·f?iX times
while totaling 34 and ·33 yards
respectively
leading
the
Lawrence ground gainers.
This weekend, the Vikes will
attempt their first victory of the
season at Cedar Rapids~ where
they meet the Kohawks of Coe
Coe has a 1-1 record thus far.
having lost to St. Olaf 17-7,
while rolling over Knox 23-13.
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This Week's Stats
Midwest Conference
W L Pts. Opp.
Monmouth
2 0 111 14
Cornell
2 0
48
7
St. Olaf
2 0
31
7
Carleton
1 1
13 34
Coe
1 1
30 30
Knox
1 1 34 38
Ripon
1 1
41 21
Beloit
0 2
0 48
Lawrence
0 2
22 69
Grinnell
0 2
7 69
Games Saturday (Oct. 7)
Carleton
at
Monmouth
(Homecoming); Ripon at St. Olaf
(Parents Day ); Lawrence at
Coe; Grinnell at Cornell; Knox at
Beloit.
Results Last Saturday
Monmouth 48, Lawrence 7
Carleton 6, Grinnell o
Cornell 14, Ripon 7
St. Olaf 14 , Beloit o
Coe 23, Knox 13

Team Offense
Averages)
Rush. Pass. Total
Monmouth
~9 208 497
St. Olaf
208 82 290
Coe
198 90 288
Ripon
126 151 m
Knox
193 T! , 270
Cornell
123 140 263
Carleton
196 65 261
Grinnell
135 64 199
Lawrence
105 56 161
Beloit
87 57 144
.._
< Two-Game

-

Team Defense
<Two-Game Averages)
Rush. Pass. Total
Monmouth
100 35 135
Cornell
67 112 179
St. Olaf
138 55 193
Ripon
124 106 230
Coe
145 87, 232
Carleton
162 112 274
Knox
184 105 289
Beloit
191 106 'l!!1
Lawrence
339 56 395
211 _217 428
Grinnell

Alulllllus to Coach Harriers
Ron Traver, a 1960 graduate of
Lawrence, is the new cross
country coach. As a Vike he won
three yarsity letters in track and
t~ree 1~ cr?ss country. This year
fmds him 111 a unique situation
head coach of cross country
one year. To make things even
tougher this year is Traver's first
coaching experience.
Coach Traver still runs himself
a~d ~ntertains thoughts of run~mg in the Boston Marathon . He
is a practicing lawyer here in
Appleton and sometimes finds it
h?rd to stop the day at four
o clock to ~o to practice .
Somehow, he fmds time .
Traver lives about two blocks
from the gym, so he has spent a
lot of time here over the years
He has helped coach Davis at
home meets and a few other

fo;

times because .. of his own interests in the sport. When Coach
Davis decided to take a sabba tical he called Mr. Traver and·
asked if he wanted the job. He
readily accepted.
' 'I think today's runners are
better runners and more serious
than when I was running. You've
got to like it to do it. I know that
when I tell them to do something
that it will be done, whereas that
wasn 't as t rue ten years ago. "
With these ideas Coach Traver
runs a varied practice week. One
day will be really hard running,
sprint work the next, running. the
streets another day and lots of
over distance anywhere.
Coach Traver enjoys his new
duties very much. If his e&
thusiasm spreads to the runneffl
it should be a good season. '

